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Street Fair Commemmorates Central Station Reopening
By Volerie Wittle
News Editor

The city of Memphis celebrated
the reopening of its Central Station
in a street festival on Saturday, Sep-
tember 25.

According to Alison Burton,
the Director of Marketing for the
Memphis Area Transit Authority
(MATA), the renovation of
Memphis's Amtrak station was
spearheaded by MATA, which
usually concentrates on running
the Memphis bus system. How-
ever, the group stepped outside of
its usual bounds to help coordi-
nate the project.

"This is a development project,
and we led the way," said Burton.

Judith Johnson, Executive Direc-
tor of Memphis Heritage, Inc., said
that in order to cut costs, she sug-
gested that MATA "try to access his-
toric tax credits investment." This
ushered in the Alexander Company,
an organization which Burton de-
scribed as"nationally known for pre-
serving historic property." A

partnership was born.
The Alexander Company pro-

vided five million dollars in funding
while helping to secure a three-mil-
lion dollar tax credit on the project.

"There is a twenty cent on the
dollar tax deduction on projects like
this," explained Johnson.

The federal government provided
the bulk of the fundingfor the project,
while the state of Tennessee and other
Memphis groups also pitched in.

The project, which began in 1994,
is not yet finished, but Burton said
that construction is"more than three-
fourths complete:' MATA covered the
transportation portions and let other
organizations handle the other com-
ponents, such as the 63 loft apart-
ments within the station.

The apartments range in size
from studio to 1400 square feet
and in price from $600/month to
$1400/month. Other areas of the
building include commercial
space, Amtrak offices, and a MATA
boardroom. There is also a trol-
ley stop at the station,

Last year, Amtrak signed a 25-year

lease to stay in Central Station and
donated $100,000 to the project.

Johnson called the project a "tri-
umph" in historic preservation and
said that cities throughout the United
States look to the project as a model
for historic preservation efforts. The
Secretary of Transportation and the
Head of the Federal Transit Author-
ity have also taken notice of the
project.

"This will have a major impact on
the South end of Main Street,"
Johnson said. The area was formerly
filled with abandoned structures, but,
since the development of Central Sta-
tion, property values have skyrock-
eted.

Burton agreed that the develop-
ment has made a difference in the dis-
trict. "This used to be a desolate,
terrible area," she said. "People were
afraid to come here"-but no longer.
With the revitalization of the station,
"the South Main district is going to
develop further, and we'll have lots of
residents."

"We'll have a train station we can
be proud of," she added.
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Chugga, Chu ga, Chugga,
Chugga...All Aoard!
Fairgoers line up to tour the Amtrak train at Central Station Saturday after-
noon. Representatives from various Memphis organizations participated
in the reopening celebration, among them The Civil Rights Museum, Mem-
phis Heritage, Inc., and Downtown Neighborhood Association.

Carjacking, Thefts Raise Concerns About Auto Safety
By Mohundro Prasad
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One carjacking and a number of
auto thefts have recently shaken the
Rhodes community.

On the morning of August 31,
Dr. David Sick, Assistant Professor
of Foreign Languages, was carjacked
on his way to Rhodes from his mid-
town home.

"A guy walked up, asked for di-
rections, and I didn't know, and he
looked like he was pulling out a map
and instead pulled out a gun," said
Sick.

"If I had the idea he had cased
my house, it would have been a lot
more frightening." After the assail-
ant pulled the gun on Sick, he or-
dered him to lie on the ground.
Then, realizing that the vehicle was

Twenty minutes later, at South
Parkway, Sick was told to stop. At
this point, the assailant aban-
doned Sick and took the vehicle.
He used the vehicle as the mode
of transportation in the robbery
of a bank on Elvis Presley Blvd.
According to Sick, the assailant
has recently been apprehended.
Also, authorities have located the
vehicle and returned it to Sick.

In addition to the carjacking,
some students have experienced
auto break-ins. Trent Lutz ('00) has
had his vehicle broken into twice.

In the first instance, Lutz's car
was parked on the street outside of
Stewart Hall.

"I figured that it wasn't anyone's
fault, because I wasn't on campus

gate where a campus safety officer
is supposed to be," said Lutz. "Cam-
pus Safety can't prevent all crimes."

"The Rhodes community was
sympathetic, but they could do
about as much as me in the situa-
tion, which was nothing," Lutz ex-
plained.

According to the National Insur-
ance Crime Bureau, the Memphis
Metropolitan area was ranked as the
city with the fourth highest vehicle
theft rate in 1997.

To prevent auto theft, Director
of Campus Safety Ralph Hatley
said that common sense is the best
guide. Always lock all doors and
raise all windows. Park in a well-
lit area if possible. Also, remove as
many valuable items from your ve-

of tips concerning carjacking. First,
carjackings generally occur at inter-
sections and quiet streets. The
carjacker will usually be someone
who is asking for help or directions,
and the incident occurs quickly. Al-
low space between your vehicle and
the vehicle ahead of you, so you can
escape. Be aware of persons around
the vehicle.

In addition, if somebody asks
for directions, beware and drive to
the nearest safe place to call the
police to inform them that some-
body at such and such a location
needs directions.

Hatley stated that the recent
crimes are not isolated incidents
but, rather, a phenomenon that
has affected and can affect all

"About three weeks ago,
[Rhodes] had students, living off
campus near Thutwiler and McLean
and Dickerson, report that their cars
had been broken into while parked
on the street or in a driveway, but
nothing dose to [the] college yet,"
Hatley said:

However, during the summer,
assailants stole a stereo from Lutz's
vehicle, which was parked in the
Robinson lot.

Lutz expressed frustration with
lack of safety on the Rhodes cam-
pus in particular.

"I have lived in Memphis for
three years now, and have parked in
some shady areas of town, but I fear
for the safety of my vehicle at
Rhodes more than anywhere."
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There seems to be an increasing
vogue in academia today, beginning
to border on clichi, of rather
dismissively denouncing capitalism
as an economic system that has cre-
ated a nation of selfish, materialistic
individuals whose primary concern
is their own economic well-being.

Criticizing capitalism is certainly
not a new idea-anyone who's read
Dreiser's account of a society that
commodifies its interpersonal rela-
tionships (Sister Carrie in particular)
or Granville Hicks' anti-capitalist and
rather naively pro-communist writ-
ings during the Depression knows
that capitalism has been a favorite
target over the years.

And, while I'm a pretty whole-
hearted fan of capitalism myself, I'm
not here to make a case for capital-
ism per se. Rather, I'd simply like to

express myopinions about what capi-
talism allows us, as a society and as
individuals, to do.

Given a choice between, say, wak-
ing up tomorrow a citizen of the
United States, Angola, or China, my
guess is that many of you wouldprob-
ablyopt for the good ol' U.S. of A. We
can all sit around and rather sardoni-
cally condescend to capitalism's cre-
ation of such hopelessly self-absorbed
citizens, but most of us, when the
chips are down, would ultimately pre-
fer America's capitalistic society over
other, less desirable alternatives.

Why? Well, because of what the
capitalistic prosperity of late-
twentieth-century America, with its
booming stock market and growing
budget surplus, not to mention one
of the longest sustained periods of
economic growth in our history, al-
lows us to do and our society to be.

Much like the America of the turn
of the early twentieth century, we have
our super-rich and our ultra-poor.
Some things, unfortunately, never
change. Yet, just last week, the richest
of our modern-day super-rich, Bill

Gates himself, handed out $1 billion
to create scholarships for minority stu-
dents.

We at Rhodes have, on the whole,
grown up in varying degrees of afflu-
ence. Most of us have pretty cars and
nice wardrobes, but we likely spend
more time seeking out opportunities
to volunteer with VECA or Habitat or
at the Snowden School than we do
shopping in a given week.

Many of us willsoon (we hope) be
making pretty sizable salaries, but we
aren't going to devote all of that new-
found wealth to the glorification of
ourselves or our family. We'll give it to
the church or to St. Jude's or, believe it
or not, to the very school to which
we've already given nearly $100,000 in
tuition, so that others that come here
in the future might have the chance to
have their burden eased through schol-
arships.

Beyond the individual, we as a
nation have the monetary capabili-
ties to devote our military to aid in
peacekeeping in the world's hot
spots and help to (time after time)
bail Russia out of its ongoing eco-

nomic crisis. Why? Not because
they are a society aspiring to capi-
talism-but because they are a
nation working toward democ-
racy. It is America's economic
prosperity that allows us to do
that.

Above all, of course, America's
prosperity continues to guarantee
(love'em or hate'em) sacred entitle-
ments like Medicare and Social Secu-
rity, as well as maintaining social
liquidity through its encouragement
of free enterprise and entrepreneur-
ial ventures. We are a nation of pros-
perous and, perhaps more than any
other nation, free individuals, eco-
nomically prosperous, who, on the
whole, continue to worry about those
less fortunate and less prosperous
than ourselves.

So, the next time you're tempted
to talk about that society of selfish,
materialistic, uncaring people, think
of what the prosperity that capitalivn
has created allows you as an individual
to do for those in the society around
you and the sense of commitment to
that service that many of us bear.

Osteoporosis Of The Eyes
BAKE RoWNS
CURIOUSLY
STRONG
COLUMNIST L2J~?
Arthur C. Clarke, Sri Lanka's most

beloved celebrity author-turned-ped-
erast, once commented that advertising
would be the scourge of the twentieth
centuy. Clarke predicted ocular sen-
sors would be implanted in the cornea
of babies soon after birth, exposing all
people to aceaselessbarrage of nmer-
cials whenever a vendor saw fit.
SbnpwusaeatorMattroeningechoed
the same sentiments in an interview
with Mother ones "You are so used to
having to put on mental filters as you
walk through life because we are bom-
barded with advertising everywhere
these day Notice there's ad stickers on
benarm and in rcrystores; thoseltte
ban you use to divide groceries on the
conveyor belt, t e's ads for movies on
those. would sayif youseeanadfora
movie on a grocery-store bar, you can
be pretty sure it's not a good movie."

Theid ese scholars cncem-
ing the endless peetration of advertis-
inginoureverydaylivestril ea chord
with rnentevemtat Rhodes namdythe
excessive defilement of our beautiful
buildings and walkways with calcium
gwfiL Hardly a re -phmeao

the use of sidewalk chalk has exploded
exponentially thisyear as rush fever grips
all those potential Greek girls.

The Frazier-Jelke concrete steps
have been transformed into a written
expression of popularity contests, each
message screaming for its"lil sis" to be
recognized For example, one message
exclaims in bold pink letters 57 inches
tall,"Elaine is the coolest [M i-Deltl

The'real trouble with chalk is that
thereis just so much of the stuffand the
messages have lost all coherence.
Rhodes maintainsbuilding codes relat-
ingtothe angular slopes of its roofs, but
it does not have a set policy on the size
of letters for mesages written on the
ground. Therainbowcosofsidwalk
chalk don't jive with our conservative
bowns blues, and reds. Who knows
howthismuoloredpalette afctour
collective morality and judgment? We
may wry wdl be headed towards the
prophetic end foretold by
GroundskeeperWilliein TheSimpson
"I toldyo[Principal] SkinnrITOLD
YOU! That colored chalk was forged
by Lucifer himselr

In reality, though, xcmessive use of
chalk unfairly subjects all Rhodents to
thevagariesofSororityif. It's notike
wehaveaduoicein eadingthemessages
-once we we the words,our brain in-
stinctively processes then. This is the

miracle of literacy: we immediately rec-
ognize letters and can't possibly turn our
reading ability on and off likewe could a
TV or radio. So, when I'm walking to
dass oltingatthe groundtryingto avoid
all eye contact with members of the
Rhodescommunity, I'mbomedtoseethis
chalk imprint promoting your little sis
Where's my volition, my right to ignore
inanechalkcatter? Allthelil'sisssbring
out the Big Brother inallofus.

Alas, not all hope is lost. Frustrated
studentsthisyearare takingbackthe side-
walks in a humorous give-and-take in
chalk. Notable entries in this competi-
tion for public attention so far are "My
big brother beats me", My Il'sis weighs
more than her boyfiend!: or the cllec-
tive reply to all the Big Sisters warning
their pledges they're watching them:
"BIM here's the kicker - rm watching
youtoo!" Arecenthalkpoem arose near
Ohlendorf (with preserved line breaks)
that reads "I liv my Il sis! i But only in
the/ platonic way/ Onapersonal / Level
she isjust/ Plain annoying/ In fact,I hate
myllilsis! Iquit!"

Sur, there is a legitimate argument
that both foms ofidewalk dhalk art are
vandalismbutatlestonevarietytriesto
mare usallU6 rthertha n twop eople.

WhenGamrans bbledtheirmes-
usqontothe Baiin WU, theyhoped to
achieve a -ninghd political goo "3

Cheers for Orgasmic Chemistry!" is
hardly the most noble use of the me-
dium. However, satire isa start because
it's not trying to sell us one particular
lifestyle. Whysaturateoucampuswith
needlessadverts? Ioften wonderedwhat
Iwasto think duringwomen's rush with
allthe"Run here girlie!"messageson the
sidewalk Was I to desire a sex-change
operation (a procedure, coincidentally
covered bysocalized health care in Brit-
ainasof 1999)? IknowsoneGrecgirs,
andthey're noChristineJorgensen (for-
merly George).

Don't commodify life any more
thannecessary Leav thatsidewalkcha
on the Toys RUs ie where it belogL

Corrections
Emma Painter in her
letter to the editor last
issue was misquoted as
saying "These are the
five things I think I
have changed since last
year." The column
should have read
"These are the five
things I think have
changed.."
We apologize for the
error.
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Rejoice! The Force Is Not With America

Behold, the Second Coming!
That's what it felt like a few

months back, with the release of The
Phantom Menace in theaters-a behe-
moth of a movie, slouching toward
Mann's Chinese Theater to be born.

Star Wars'appeal goes beyond spe-
cial effects, plucky characters, or the
predictable last-minute- victory fash-
ioning of itsplot At least I would hope
so, because, unless Lawrence Kasdan
is involved, the movies usually aren't
terribly well-written.

It appeals to something deeper. It
must, or it would not get this type of
attention. George Lucas has pro-
claimed it as a "mythos" for our own
time, but we have let him make that
move, not just with our dollars, but
by letting these films become a part of
our cultural vernacular. This is why
these seemingly small films, amount-

ing to nothing more than pulp retro-
science fiction, worry me. Because it
appeals to something deeper, and that
appeal succeeds, then its message
must have meaning to us.

And its message is completely
anti-democratic. In Star Wars, a ge-
netic elite rules, blessed by arbitrary
luck to rule over the universe in an
arbitrary manner. In the end, the
choice is not about freedom, and
certainly not about democracy, but
deciding which side of a superhu-
man family tree you find more lik-
able. The universe is so cynically
anti-democratic that, when people
are elected, it is to the post of Queen,
presumably for life.

Oh, yes, there is also good versus
evil, but it is strangely ill-defined.
Luke almost falls to the dark side be-
cause he gets angry at the Emperor -
as if showing a little righteous rage at
a brutal leader is a bad thing. One
would hope that, some 200 years af-
ter our democracy began and 250
years after the Enlightenment, en-
chanted universes would not so en-
chant us. Good versus evil has its

timeless appeal, of course, but Star
Wars' popularity suggests that our
democratic values are not as strongas
we would first presume.

A friend offered another movie-
related example: at a writing camp he
helped host this summer, the kids
clamored to see, of all movies, A
Clockwork Orange. I suppose they
thought it was risque to watch a film
thatwasoriginallyratedX. Myfriend
couldn't exactly say no to them; after
all, the kids at this camp were presum-
ably more mature than the rest of the
teenage masses, meaning they should
have been able to handle the movie.

Furthermore, what message does
it send to refuse them? That the film
is somehow dangerous, and needs to
be repressed? That's certainly not
something you want to impart to fu-
ture writers. I would like to think that
our society can handle the free ex-
change of ideas.

When they saw the movie, how-
ever, the kids were more or less oblivi-
ous to all of this. They tittered
throughout the movie (indeed, they
would probably titter at someone us-

ing the word titter). To say the least,
it is a rather serious movie; there is
nothing funny about rape, ultra-vio-
lence, or Beethoven, and the idea that
they laughed at it shocks me more
than the film itself did.

Yes, we are a cynical society that
shrugs off violence and treats it like a
joke, but something else is afoot here.
The kids weren't interested in ideas
but a laugh. Censorship to these kids
was not a serious political issue but a
big meanie that might rain on their
playtime. Well, Achtung, babies.

We live in a society, on one level,
clearly produced by democracy; on
most affairs our outlook remains
firmly bourgeois, and, as a nation, we
take citizenship to be political and not
ethnic in nature. Yes, we have prob-
lems, but we are also the most suc-
cessful nation on the planet because
of our democracy.

But we also have a certain sense
of rootlessness. Our generation
does not understand who we are or
where we come from, making it all
the easier for us to be fascinated by
ideas that should have no place in a

democracy moving towards the fu-
ture. Any sense of an actual right
that has meaning to us is, well,
meaningless; we would rather enjoy
the ability to make fun of a movie
rather than appreciate its ideas,
never mind appreciate even the op-,
portunity to watch it. (In Great
Britain, Clockwork remains banned
due to government censorship.)

In essence, we simply float
along, free of any attachment in
time. Not only does the past have
no importance to us, but neither
does the idea of a future. Stories set
in space should be talking about
making the world better for our pos-
terity, about creating a better future.
Instead, what seems to move us and
make for a social phenomenon is a
space story set in the past, with pain-
fully outdated ideas wrapped in easy
moral appeals.

This generation is not done
yet. Maybe as adults we can ap-
preciate what we lack as youth.
But, unlike Star Wars, it does not
immediately suggest a story with
a happy ending.

A Monkey Wrench In The Rhodes Rumor Mill
e ESyN
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Wow, my very own column! A
captive audience for all of my ran-
dom and not-so-random tangents
about life inside and outside these
gates. I've lived within these gates
for three years and consider my-
self an expert of sorts on our own
peculiar institutions. My percep-
tion of life here at Rhodes is in a
continual state of flux. I never
knew it was possible to have such
an intense love/hate relationship
with an institution.

After two years of being the
(willing) lackey of the Admissions
Office, I find I am reflecting on the
school we are so anxious to sell.
Two of our favorite marketing
phrases (which are used inter-
changeably) stress Rhodes' devo-
tion to a "small school
atmosphere" and "individual at-
tention." We are all the recipients
of a small school's fringe benefits,
including one-on-one relation-

ships with professors, classmates,
and administrators. However, our
friendly "small school atmo-
sphere" has a toxic by-product that
reaches all aspects of college life,
the Rhodes' Rumor Mill.

I have always thought of the ru-
mor mill as a harmless perversion,
much like the Greek system or col-
lege athletics. Forget football, soc-
cer, basketball, dwarf-tossing, or
even women's field hockey, Rhodes'
most popular spectator sport has al-
ways been gossip-mongering. Un-
til recently, I accepted the rumor
mill as part and parcel of life within
these gates. However, as I reflected
upon Rhodes' attributes in the com-
petitive college market, my thoughts
returned to the rumor mill. How
many times have you heard that
someone transferred because
Rhodes was "just too small?" Time
and again, I find that"just too small"
translates into a rejection Of the
small-minded and judgmental en-
vironment that the rumor mill can
foster.

Most of us participate in this
particular sport with a little too
much bloodlust. The players seem
to have all found their respective

niches, which insures that the rumor
mill is more efficiently run than
most of the administration! I find
that most of us fit into several of the
following categories.,

1. The Instigators
These attention-starved individu-

als often serve themselves up to the
pagan gods of gossip on a daily basis.
They insist upon sharing the most
intimate details of their lives with
every hapless stranger who just
wants to bum a smoke outside of
Palmer. These easy-to-identify
souls alternate between constant
bouts of both feeding and bashing
the rumor mill.

2. The Dedicated Fans
They rarely have their own

dirty laundry hung out to dry on
the rumor mill, yet they enjoy fu-
eling the flames of others' misfor-
tunes. These well-meaning people
are convinced (no matter how
much you protest) it is your great-
est heart's desire to hear about the
sexual practices of the random guy
in your economics class.

3. The Legends
People I have never met or

even seen (like if Daughdrill had
been a student), yet I somehow

know every aspect of their lives!
I'm a fountain of knowledge about
pet peeves and embarrassing
drinking incidents of absolute
strangers.

4. The Cynics
They disdain the entire pro-

cess; however, they cannot escape
it. Cynics can be spotted rolling
their eyes in the Rat as last
weekend's gossip wafts through
the air with the scent of fried cat-
fish and that awful Pan Geos fen-
nel pasta.

5. The Naive (or The Fortu-
nate, depending on your point of
view)

They exist mainly among my
friends, and include folks who are
not aware that gossip on this cam-
pus is as plentiful as Mad Dog in
Robb/White/Ellett.

My friends are now shaking
their heads in protest to demand
that I unveil myself as a card car-
rying VIP member of the rumor
mill. Granted, I do have the less-
than-attractive habit of sharing
any stray details which disturb,
upset, or in any other way trauma-
tize me, so I will not be disturbed,
upset or in any other way trauma-

tized alone! However, until re-
cently I never saw the malice in my
own contributions to the rumor
mill. I suppose that's why it man-
ages to thrive. We see our own
contributions of gossip as harm-
less, and only the offerings of oth-
ers as shallow and mean-spirited.

When I consider the legends
and myths that have developed
about me over the years, I can
barely restrain my guffaws. I have
always considered most tidbits
from the rumor mill as suspect,
and yet I find myself repeating
them more than I care to. From
here on in, I'm going cold turkey.
That's right, I'm returning my VIP
membership card. I would like to
make it through my final year at
Rhodes without assisting in the
constant supply of gossip that ap-
pears to be more important to the
survival of this community than
oxygen, Taco Bell, or the Honor
Code.

An active boycott of the rumor
mill may be just what we need to
restore the friendly "small school
atmosphere" that Rhodes is selling
for the bargain basement price of
$20,000+ per year.
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Professor John Copper Publishes 25th Book
By Kenneth Lukos
Staff Wrier

Professor of International
Studies John F. Copper has re-
cently published- new work, one
particularly timely as interest in
Asian affairs has been steadily in-
cleasing.

Westview Press is currently
publishing the third edition of
Copper's Taiwan: Nation-State or
Province?. Earlier editions of the
book had been published in 1990
and 1996.

Copper has been collecting
new information and working on
the book since the second edition,
as Westview knew then that it was
interested in a third edition at a
shorter interval than that between
the first and second.

"The book has been very suc-
cessful for an academic book,
partly because Taiwan is currently
a hot topic," said Copper.

This most recent edition is
close in length to the second edi-

By Keith Gddsein
Staff Writer

Last Thursday, September 23,
visiting lecturer Paul Goldberger
delivered a talk on the state of ur-
ban architecture at the end of the
Millenium.

Goldberger, a professor at Yale
and a current writer for the New
Yorker, is one of the most highly
respected authorities in architec-
ture today. Educated at Yale, he
formerly wrote for the New York
Times and has been the recipient
of a Pulitzer Prize.

The purpose of the lecture was
to show the path of architecture,
what has been occurring and what
is still lacking in the field.
Goldberger thus gave the Rhodes
community an idea of what we can
expect to see from urban planning
in the future.

Among specific topics he ad-
dressed was the utility of cities in
the modern age.

According to Goldberger, the
alternatives to urban life are sim-
ply too easy. "It is not easy to sus-
tain a real city," Golberger stated.

The world has developed so

tion, though a significant amount
of material, perhaps equivalent to
an additional fifteen percent of its
length, was added. An almost
equal amount was removed. The
second edition was significantly
longer than the first.

"Taiwan is a place that's going
through rapid change-in the past
because of the economic boom-
but political change has been very
rapid recently," said Copper.

Since the publication of the
second edition, Taiwan has under-
gone what is usually referred to as
the first democratic election of a
chief executive in Chinese history,
endured the missile crisis (with
Chinese missiles landing offshore),
and held additional elections at the
national level.

There are sections describing
the land and people, history, soci-
ety and culture, political system,
economy, foreign and military
policy, future, and, now for the
first time, welfare and education.
This is a result of Taiwan's in-

that public congregation has
turned away from the urban cen-
ters like downtown. The street,
once a measure of social status,
now carries the connotation of
street people, or the homeless.

He calls our towns-suburbs or
city outskirts-the rising trend of
wealthy establishments that value
privacy and modernity for the
middle and upper classes. The
trend continues, for example, of
people moving from midtown
Memphis to Germantown to avoid
inner-city crime.

Goldberger argued that social
relations now take place almost en-
tirely in the private sector. Shop-
ping malls and theme parks now
serve as the social centers that used
to be public parks and city streets.
We now have to pay for that pub-
lic life, as.society becomes less and
less dependent on human contact.

Since the invention of the ra-
dio, the process has progressed
with the modern cyber-age. For
example, Goldberger noted how
much we can do from a computer;
there is little necessity to leave our
own dorm rooms.

However, Goldberger assured

creased wealth and sophistication,
which has led to greater demands
by the citizens for government
benefits and an educational sys-
tem whose students often score
near the top in international stud-
ies, according to Copper.

The book can be described as
an introduction to Taiwanese af-
fairs, one which professors often
use as a textbook. It is also a gen-
eral book with a theme, namely,
whether or not Taiwan's anthro-
pological finds, history, and cul-
ture tend to suggest Taiwan should
be considered a part of China or
a separate entity.

"There's a contradiction be-
cause, in the past fifteen years, Tai-
wan has been getting
economically closer to China but
politically farther away," said the
author.

Politically, tensions between
Beijing and Taipei recently in-
creased when Lee Teng-hui, the
President of the Republic of China
on Taiwan, said in an interview

the audience that we still have an
urban impulse. The same motiva-
tion that caused us to create ur-
ban areas to begin with and causes
us to want to go to social places
like Disneyland will continue our
desire for human contact.

Without dictating the techni-
calities of constructing buildings,
Goldberger presented a relevant
paradigm for architecture in the
modern age. Through comments
of his own experience at Yale and
his perception of Rhodes,
Goldberger said he respected the
college campus as a city in minia-
ture and a working example of ar-
chitecture.

Students in attendance said
they had a further curiosity in how
the future of architecture may
present itself in modern day
projects and that they gained a
new perception of architecture, a
subject area which is often over-
looked.

"I definitely agreed with what
he said," said K.C. Williams ('00).
"I would like to know more about
how he thinks America should go
about restoring the social aspect •
of architecture."

with Deutsche Welle that negotia-
tions between the two govern-
ments should be conducted on a
"state-to-state" basis.

President Lee's comments
were not very well understood
here, according to Prof. Copper.
Lee did it partly for domestic rea-
sons, because polls showed that
the people of Taiwan supported it.
Since Beijing-Taipei talks were al-
ready stalled, he was not really
hurting the negotiations.

"What do you do in negotia-
tions when one side says you have
to talk to us, but we're not going
to treat you as equals?" asked Cop-
per. "Lee didn't say that anyone
had to recognize Taiwan diplo-
matically; he orily said that Beijing
needs to treat Taiwan as sovereign,
which it is," Copper said.

In any case, the reaction was
very intense, considering Lee had
said the same thing before and that

others had said it in many ways.
In 1991 Taiwan changed its

claim and said that it did not at-
tempt to represent all Chinese
people on both sides of the Taiwan
Strait as the sole legitimate govern-
ment of China, which one might
think would make the leaders of
the mainland happy.

However, to leaders in Beijing,
it may have looked like the begin-
ning of an independence declara-
tion.

China has never pledged to re-
solve the matter peacefully, saying
it is a domestic affair. China has
also listed the conditions under
which military force would defi-
nitely be used to regain control of
Taiwan: Taiwan declares indepen-
dence, obtains nuclear weapons,
suffers from political instability,
allows foreign military bases on its
soil, or refuses to negotiate over a
long period of time.

AT TIAA-CREF,
LOW EXPENSES ARE
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Phi Beta Kappa Scholar Gives Lecture On "Epic Of Evolution"
y Steele Means

Associte Editor

Dr. Ursula Goodenough, pro-
fessor of Biology at Washington
University in St. Louis, MO, this
year's Phi Beta Kappa visiting
scholar, gave a talk on September
27 entitled "The Sacred Depths of
Nature: What is the Religious Po-
tential of the Epic of Evolution?"

The substance of this lecture
was based on themes from her re-
cent book The Sacred Depths of
Nature.

The central concepts con-
cerned the viability of the "story"
of evolution and the recognition of
common biological and chemical
characteristics between living or-
ganisms on this planet as unifying
"religious" frameworks.

Another key concept was how
such frameworks might allow hu-
mans to address more adequately
planetary problems such as envi-
ronmental concerns, the loss of

species, and the hole in the ozone
layer.

She began by explaining her
use of the word "religious." She as-
serted that human beings are
uniquely religious organisms in-
sofar as we need answers to exis-
tential questions, we feel that we
need to articulate and define prin-
ciples and ideals, and so forth.

In response to this need, vari-
ous and multiple religious insti-
tutions and frameworks have
been founded over the centuries.

"Religions deal with two fun-
damental questions of humans,
[the questions of] how things are
and what things matter," accord-
ing to Goodenough. The question
of "how things are" refers to the

Sconcept of "truth."
Goodenough, at the begin-

ning of her speech, made a cru-
cial distinction between various
types of "truths," two of which
were particularly vital to her pre-
sentation. The first is "empirical

Campus Safety Log

9/21/99 to 9/26/99

17:30

9/22 2:20

Lynx Lair-Larceny of a purse:
Contents of purse found along
Bailey Lane the next morning.
No suspects at this time.
Fraternity Row: Theft/Suspicious
persons: five suspects caughtre-
port filed, charges pending.

NO UNUSUAL ACTIVITY TO REPORT

2:15 Physical Plant building-Cushman
work/sevice cart. stolen-NW gym
gates broken to'apparently allow
exit with cart. Video under review
ground search of neighborhood
negative, air seprch with MPD as-
sistance pending.

NO UNUSUAL ACTIVITY TO REPORT

?/26 4:30

10:38

1405

'ACCESS: 168'
MM~lORSr 1236

IWIONS:396
S5ComTS 18

Stewart Hall-Fire alarm pulled: no
fire, false alarm.
Ellen Hall-Fire, area evacuated be
cause of smokeclothing left on
lamp caused fire, eitinguished im-

Soccer feldnjpWy: Memphis Fire
Department paramedics trans.
ported to hospital.

PROPPED DOORS: 3
JUMP STARTS: 13.
BOOTED CARS: 0

truth," which refers to events
which physically occurred in space
and time. The other kind is "re-
vealed truth," which articulates
some metaphysical principle.

One example of revealed truth
is that which emerges from the cre-
ation or apprehension of art, ac-
cording to Goodenough. Revealed
truth is also, of course, that which
forms the basis of all traditional
religious systems.

Speaking further on the sub-
ject of art, Goo~enough went on
to say that it is usually the art,
whether paintings, music, chant,
and so forth, of a particular sys-
tem of religious belief which truly
"touches" its adherents and in-
spires religious feeling in them.

According to Goodenough,
"Art has an important role in
'truthing' these [religious] revela-
tions," and "The art involved in
religion is what really does it for
us."

During the course of the pre-
sentation, Goodenough affirmed
the positive role that traditional
religious systems and their "re-
vealed truth" have played in the
history of humankind, particularly
insofar as they have helped address
existential questions and organize
social systems.

However, Goodenough
stressed that traditional religions

and revealed truth have fallen
short in addressing planetary
problems. One reason is that they
still serve so divide people, as each
religion is particular to one cul-
ture. Another is the simple fact
that revealed truth does not cor-
respond with empirical reality.

As an example, she p nted
out, "You do a rain dance and it
doesn't rain."

In response to these shortcom-
ings, Goodenough postulated that
empirical truth, and specifically
the empirical truth of evolution,
might serve as a better guide for
answering the existential question
of "how things are," as well as a
better framework -for addressing
planetary problems and uniting all
of humanity.

Goodenough said that, in ex-
amining the "story" of evolution ,
she realized that the common
"flow" and change of life makes .for
a coherent, unifying, and even re-
ligious, framework.

She said that using evolution
as a religious framework, the "epic
of evolution," has positive and
negative attributes. The most im-
portant, of course, is that it is
everyone's story. Evolution is an
absolutely commonphenomenon.

On the other hand, she recog-
nizes that evolution does not nec-
essarily make for a very "good"

story, in the sense that it is mate-
rialistic, so it is difficult to raise to
the metaphysical, poetic, and hu-
manist level of what we normally
describe as religion.

Despite such problems, she
stated that she perceives "an aston-
ishingly rich religious potential in
recognizing the fact that we all
evolved the same way." We are
therefore all products of the same
process and are genetically con-
nected to every living being and
are "anything but alone."

She believes that two religious
principles could emerge from such
a "story" One is gratitude, and the
offering thereof for the fact that we
have all come from the Earth and
are part of it. The other is the "credo
of continuation," which addresses
the magnificence of the continua-
tion of the reproductive and evolu-
tionary process.

"Life continues, wraps around,
grabs its own tail, and continues on
and on...until the sun collapses," ac-
cording to Goodenough.

Several students articulated their
reactions to the lecture. Jill Peterfeso
('00) said that she appreciated, be-
cause of her deep involvement in the
arts, that Goodenough addressed how
art has the ability"to realize our com-
mon humanity" and how art inter-
posed with religion can transform the
latter into a unifying force.

Writing Center Serves Students
Dy Anne Mazyck
Staff Writer

Located on the third floor of
Palmer Hall, the Writing Center serves
to aid students in need of writing as-
sistance.

"We have three senior English
majors who are available' during
posted hours every day to provide
help," said Professor Mary Ellen Pitts,
director of the Center. "These stu-
dents take a special one-hour class in
teaching one-to-one, which prepares
them for their work. Tutors in the
Writin4 Center will accept walk-ins,
but, if students want to be guaranteed
an appointment, they can call ahead."

"Tutors will help students find
topics and develop them," Pitts con-
tinued. They will help to brainstorm
ideas for a project and suggest options
for organizing papers. They will help
students with paragraph development
and sentence structure. They will
demonstrate research tips and strate-
gies. They will show students how to
recognize and avoid common gram-
matical and spelling errors."

As writing center tutor Joe
Peeples ('00) explained, students
can go to the writing center for help
in any subject.

"We don't deal strictly with En-
glish papers," said Peeples. "We're
here to help students improve their
writing for any class, in any disci-
pline"

"We don't proofread papers or
correct grammar; there are com-
puter programs that do that. What
we do is provide general feedback
to students about their writing, and
we give suggestions as to issues of
strtucture and argument."

When asked if the writing cen-
ter achieved its goal, Peeples said,
"I certainly hope so. It's hard to tell
at this point, however, because the
year has just begun, and we haven't
been able to get a whole lot of feed-
back from students and professors.
The students who I have helped so
far this year all seem a bit relieved
when we're done working, but,
again, there just hasn't been enough
time so far to glany real results.

"We're always open to sugges-
tions from students and faculty on
how to improve our effectiveness.

"The main thing to remember,
however, is that we can't help you if
you don't come to us and stop by the
Writing Center, the individual student
has to make the decision to begin im-
proving his or her writing, and then
we can take it from there."

According to Pitts, the writing
center's mission is to help students
in coming up with topics and plan-
ning and writing papers for any class
and any discipline.

"Its goals are to help students re-
alize their full potential as writers
and to improve the quality of writ-
ing across the campus," she said.

The Writing Center hours are:
Mondays and Wednesdays, 9:30-
11:30, 12*30-2:30, 3:00-3:00; Tues-
days and Thursdays, 9:00-12:00,
1:45-2:45; and Fridays, 9:30-11:30.

There is also a tutor available in
the computer labs on Sundays, from
5'00-7:00, for those looking for help
on weekends.

L
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American Beauty: Sam Mendes' World Through A Rose Colored Lens
By Steve Perry
Stff Writer

The bigger they are, the harder
they fall.

It is not really fair, but then again
it is. American Beauty is by no
means a bad film. In fact, I highly
recommend it. Even with its flaws,
I found it deeply interesting, some-
thing most films do not bother with,
never mind approach.

Movies that try to say some-
thing, however, unfortunately must
be held to higher standards than, say,
Jean Claude Van Damme's Legion-
naire, simply because they do try to
say something. Boldness should be
applauded in cinema, but a film
bold enough to throw the word
"American" in its title knows full
well it must try to be definitive, to
have that final cut of insight.

Alas, American Beauty does not.
Its failure is not from artistically sell-
ing out but from artistically
underthinking its potentially im-
portant message.

In other words, the film would
have been much more successful if
it had merely tried to tell the story
of one man, in one town, and left
the title to what it ostensibly refers
to; the breed of rose that appears
throughout the film. American
Beauty should have been about its
characters' dreams, not the Ameri-
can lmam.

Otherwise, the film falls apart
under its own contradictions. The
story is simple: Lester Burnham
(Kevin Spacey) has had enough of
his meaningless job, his failing mar-
riage, and his daughter who will have
nothing to do with him.

So he simply quits. Everything.
He does what he wants to do. As the
opening lines of the movie tell us, this
does not work well for Lester. Like
Joe Gillis in Sunset Boulevard, Lester
is narrating from the grave.

The director, Sam Mendes, finds
Lester's tragic end too tempting, so he
takes Alan Ball's script and attempts
to wrap all of America into Lester's
fate. But, whereas a personal story of

Lester's struggle against his feelings of
being a loser seems compelling, moral
lecture does not. The film is about to
end, hanging on a moment of
beauty...then Lester chides us, saying
that he is right, and that one day we
will all see.

The movie was supposed to be
there in the first place to show us that.
Lester's rebellion against all things
bourgeois seems momentarily pow-
erful when he criticizes his wife for
worrying over a sofa, until we realize
that the first thing Lester does with his
new-found freedom is to buy a vin-
tage Pontiac Firebird.

Then there is the easyescapism of
drugs which Lester casually takes on,
but this is more or less acceptable to
Mendes,because it isaccompanied by
"All Along the Watchtower" and
evokes Sixties nostalgia. Mendes does
not dislike a world that is shallow, just
people that take bourgeois routes to
be shallow.

One would think Mendes would
face the uphill struggle with this
claim. Lester gets a'new job-one

"with the least amount of responsi-
bility"-at the burger joint, and all
is well. But why should it be? The
film does not explain how or why
Lester or anyone else shotild get
away with this. Mendes assumes
that the film's audience are all
middle-aged, and like Lester, fondly
remember what it was like to get
high a lot.

Mendes does explore whether
Lester can do it, though. The one
who opposes him, it turns out, does
not merely have principles different
from his own, but is in fact a closet
Nazi, with the collectible plate to
prove it.

What is more, this Nazi turns
out to be not so much a Hitler, but
more of the Ernst Roehm shade-a
Nazi with a different kind of closet
to worry about. It turns out that
even the bad guys agree with Lester.

This pitiful caricature under-
mines everything. It is hard to take
a film seriously if it must make its
opposition intellectually infantile,
particularly when the movie itself

wants to be so infantile. Before it is
over, Lester's search deteriorates into
wishing to be young forever.

At least Mendes wants that for
himself, with an added epiphany in-
volving the teenage girl Lester has a
teenage crush on, but without much
basis and thus without much rel-
evance.

If Mendes is guilty of anything,
it is too much hope. Hope washes
away any clear thinking he had
about this film. But it also provides
us with the film's most powerful
moments, such as when Ricky (Wes
Bentley) shows beauty in the world
through a simple bag dancing in the
breeze, combining words with visu-
als in a startling way.

We can actually appreciate the
characters and their struggles,
something a somewhat similar film,
Todd Solondz's rather petty Happi-
ness, was too busy hating to bother
to do.

Like America itself, American
Beauty is nowhere near as special as
it thinks it is.

Shaken, Not Stirred
By Scott Holmes
Staff Writer

Stir of Echoes is unnerving, and
almost painfully so. Others who
have seen it might think I'm crazy,
but I saw the movie in a way I doubt
any of you have-I saw it alone. I
did not just go by myself, but there
was no one else in the theater. Stir
of Echoes is unnerving.

There are certain things put into
movies that the masses do not of-
ten notice, unless someone chooses
to tell them. One such thing that I
look for in any movie, and it holds
true with this one, is the use of color.

If you have not seen this movie,
go see it. If you watch it, follow the
blue. Most movies have one theme
color, with other colors used occasion-
ally to emphasize moods. Follow the
blue from the first feeling of eeriness
to the unraveling end.

Kevin Bacon stars, and does a
great job, if he would lose the accent.
His Chicago accent sounds like a co-
median that smokes four packs a day
doing Jack Nicholson impersonations.

Bacon plays Tom Witzky, the
thirty something "ordinary" who is
hypnotized after he and his sceptic
friends express too much doubt about
the art.

After he wakes up, he goes home
feeling odd, and this is when the
trouble stars. Witzky starts seeing the

future and communicating with
ghosts.

By this point you have already re-
alized that Jake, Witzky's son (Zachary
David Cope), is not quite normal ei-
ther. Jake has already been conversing
with the ghost. The ghost tells Jake to
suggest a babysitter to his mother.

The babysitter comes and hears
Jake talking to someone, and upon
entering his room, she sees him sit-
ting up in his bed talking. Jake men-
tions the name Samantha, which
also happens to be the name of the
babysitter's missing sister.

At this point the movie starts
turning really strange, and the trans-
formation of Witzky becomes ap-
parent as he tries to get Jake to teach
him how to talk to the ghosts.
Witzky also starts freaking out,
which makes the viewer as nervous
and sweaty as the wide-eyed image
on the screen.

It is at this point that Witzky has
another vision of the girl. This time
their house is under construction, and
all the windows and walls are covered
in plastic, blue plastic. He reaches out
and takes the ghost's hand turns cold
and stops breathing until he has bro-
ken free.

Witzky, who is extremely shaken
(as was I, at this point), goes to Lisa
(Illeana Douglas), the hyptonist,
and asks her to undo what she did.

She hypnotizes him like she did be-
fore, but things are changed, the
ghost takes control, and the word
"dig" appears to him.

Jake will not talk about the ghost
with his mother around, because it
scares her. They take a walk one day,
and Jake runs into the cemetery and
says,"This place is cool:' Jake's ability
is stronger than Witzky's, whose abil-
ity is described as being in a tunnel
with a flashlight that goes on and off
when it wants.

Witzky leaves the hypnotist's
house and starts digging in the back-
yard nervously, and his wife Maggie
(Kathryn Erbe) returns to find him
digging with Jake's help, and they be-
gin to argue.

They walk inside the house, and
Maggie receives a phone call telling
her of her grandmother's death. Ba-
con decides to stay home and dig.

Watch from here, and be sure to
follow the color blue. You will not be
disappointed by the ending; even
though it is a little predictable, they
still do a good job making you sweat.
Zachary David Cope puts forth a
stunning performance, especially
when he is portraying innocence.

Kathryn Erbe leaves somethind to
be desired, though I would blame the
writing of a weak character on her
part. Illea Douglas,who played Lisa,
did a good job, even though her char-

Srhode'ster editor
Barrett Hathcock' s

picks of the week
recording

Solid Gold Soul
Now I know that the Time/Life music compilations aren't generally consid-

ered "cooL" However, the Solid Gold Soul collection possesses the most get-it-on
grooves for your buying dollar. May I recommend the years 1970, 1971, and 1973.
Included are such dclassics as "War" by Edwin Starr (what is it good for? huh.); "Didn't
I (Blow Your Mind This Time)" by The Delfonics; recently resurrected along with
other Tarantino gems in Jackie Brown; and, of course, the quintessential hot and
sticky sex song: Marvin Gaye's "Let's Get It On."

video
Flash Gordon
Forget that hyperactive boy scout, Superman (complete with that obnoxious,

single perma-curl). Forget that ostentatious gadgetry of Batman (complete with
his kinky side kick, the "boywonder"). Forget that half-animation/half-man Spawn
(complete with his bad pun). This is the real thing, back when sci-fi super-hero
movies were genuinely kitcshy and kinky right down to their leatherlkivies. Follow
Flash as he takes a mini-vacation from his earthbound stardom as the New York
Jets' quaterback to lck the ass of one Ming the Merciless. Includes a great scene
with a football-watermelon-looking thing, fantastic flying sequences with biker-
looking archangel persons, and a tension-filled moment where Timothy Dalton
sticks his hand in a place it really doesn't belong. (Oh, and and the best part: Queen
does the soundtrack.)

book
Breakfast at Tiffany's by Thi nan Capote
I know, you don't have enough time to read anything extra. But this is differ-

ent. It's all here: bitchy rich folk, existential angst, sexual ambiguity, a latin lover,
and, of course, Holly Golightly, the coolest genuine fake ever to come galloping
across the pages of fiction. They don't teach this book anywhere because it's too
much fun. And all packed in 111 pages of sheer bliss.

acter was rather annoying. Overall, I think Stir of Echoes was
Writer/director David Koepp did good. I did not feel like I wasted ei-

a fantastic job with the direction but ther my money or my time. And as
needs help when changing books into far as mainstream goes, it rides the
scripted dialogue, which could help wave of suspense all the way to the
his characters very much. -.. end.
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The Man, The Myth, The MONGO: Episode One
By Blake Rolins
Op/Ed Editor

His royal highness Prince
Mongo of The Castle recently
granted an audience with The
Sou'wester for an interview at his
humble abode. Littered with empty
lasagna tins and unopened bottles
of liquor for the many bars at The
Castle, Mongo's office/bedroom re-
flected a man dedicated to his busi-
ness as well as his politics. Mongo
shared his domicile (not to mention
a mattress bed thrown on the floor)
with a 100-pound-plus Rotweiler
named Steuce (pronounced Stew-
see) who flapped her jaws as if imi-
tating human speech.

On Mongo's shelves sits the
usual spread of commercial goods:
shaving cream, a toothbrush, soap,
and unspent .22 ammunition still
in their clear orange plastic boxes.
In his palm the Prince holds a wad
of $20 bills at least two inches
thick. When questioned as to the
origin of this currency, Mongo
quickly replied that cash simply
"grows in his hand."

Stylistically, The Castle is quite
refreshing and open, with plenty
of space for socializing and nary a
place to escape from the obligatory
trip to the wet bar. Or two. En-
tering the Castle, one is treated to
the sight of wooden Tudor ceilings
bracketed by large steel poles
which, we later learned, allowed
visitors to "hang from the ceil-
ings." Evident throughout the en-
tire building is Mongo's fetish for
steel: the metal appears repeatedly
in artwork, floors, walls, etc. In
fact, rumor has it that Mongo con-
structed his swimming pool out of
steel (as opposed to stainless steel,
which doesn't rust). According to
legend, the Prince wanted his pool
built at a higher elevation so he
didn't hove to walk down a flight
of stairs to swim from his second-
story bedroom. While this didn't
exactly prove the case on first in-
spection, the pool definitely seems
higher up than the parking lot be-
low. No signs of rust are yet ap-
parent.

The darkness of the interior, if
not adding to the Medieval charm
(a.k.a. the Dark Ages), definitely
lends a mysteriousness around
Mongo himself. The dimness pre-
vents a clear view of his face from
emerging. Indeed, there never
seems a moment when the distinc-
tive features of his mug can be
dearly viewed. As dose as can be
approximated, he's dark-complex-
ioned in his late 40's.

Sitting at a desk piled high with

papers and under dim lighting, our
conversation ranged from his cam-
paign for city council to his sense of
spirituality. It's no wonder he affec-
tionately calls all his employees
"Spirit."

Q: When did you actually come
to Memphis? Were you born here?

A: I wasn't born in Memphis. I
was born on another planet. I came
to earth approximately 333 years
ago, that's to be exact, as a matter of
fact.

Q: What planet do you come
from?'

A: Zambodia. Z as in Zebra a-
m-b-o-d-i-a. It's a lost planet, 9 light
years from earth. Steuce came from
the third star. That's S-t-e-u-c-e.

Q: What does Steuce like to eat?
A: People. But she's a good girl.

She eats chicken for lunch and steak
for supper.

Q: Sounds like Steuce has a
nice life.

A: She's got a great life. She's a
great lady.

Q: How's the campaign coming?
A: Great. I'm winning the elec-

tion. Ricky Pete's gang is tearing my
signs down as quickly as I put them
up. I had some in front of your
place, are they still there?

Q: Some students are pulling
for you. They have your posters put
up in their dorms. What made you
want to run for city council?

A: The plain facts are that the
city is in dire need of some kind of
leadership. And we have none, we've
had none, and it doesn't look like
we're going to get any, unless I be-
come one of the leaders. But we
have nothing here: you can tell the
town is retarded, going backwards
at a light-speed pace.

Q: What do you possess that
guarantees your victory in the up-
coming election?

A: I think people are just-
maybe, I'm hoping-they're fed
up with the system. And I'm hop-
ing that they will step out of the
zone that they're in. It's been a
long time I've been telling them
the same zone, the same message
in different ways. Maybe I was
being a little more bizarre [previ-
ously] than I am on this platform.
You know, with the public hang-
ings, the moat around Mud Island
with the pirhanas and sharks. But
I am a firm believer in not procras-
tinating when you have problems,
correcting them. And I don't think
we should harbor and take care of
a convicted murderer. I think that
a person should be executed
within 5 days. In six days, max, a
person should be tried, convicted,

and disposed of. And that's the way
the system should work. This crap
of holding a guy on death row for
25 years at the taxpayers' expense of
over $100,000 a year is the most asi-
nine reward for a criminal I've ever
heard of. They complain they don't
have TV or gyms...what makes
them think they have a right to any-
thing? I would eliminate air condi-
tioning and all activities. If they
wanted activities, I'd send them out
on the road to crack rocks and build
roads. They would be our work
force out on the streets. Of course,
you'd have to guard them, but they
wouldn't be around anyhow. Ex-
ecute them.

And that's the way to handle the
system. If we don't get back to what
some people say is a barbaric sys-
tem, then the system is going to con-
sume us. Right now we're allowing
this system-meaning what liberals
have put into place-to overpower
and consume the whole country.
And I think it's frightening, and I
think it's sick. People say 'I'm sick
of thinking that way: but you let

somebody kill your mother, brother,
or somebody in your family, and
you think you want this guy sitting
up on death row for 25 years buy-
ing dope, playing with his room-
mates and his inmates, sitting there
spending taxpayers' money for 25
years? It's a whole new ballgame
when it hits home. I say this: why
should something have to hit home
to realize something is drastically
wrong in our society?

Why should people who have
been convicted of felonies get out
of prison and go right into an of-
fice of running the government,
regulating the taxpayers' money
and deciding how to spend it?
Why should we begin to allow it?
It's just like you letting Al
Capone-if he were still living-
out of prison and saying, 'Hey,
now I'm going to make you Presi-
dent of the United States. Go
ahead and run our country: And
that's basically what we're doing
with these other people. How does
a guy get convicted of a felony, go
to prison for 18 months, and then

come out and become a city coun-
cilman and be in charge of a good
portion of the city's future-its
money disbursements, its total ac-
tivity as far as its progress. If you
commit a felony, you shouldn't be
able to vote anymore. Yet a man
convicted of a felony can be the
leader of a community.

Q: Who is this felon?
A: It doesn't make any difference

who it is, but it is. You can go to
Marion Barry in Washington and
see that freak. You can come right
here if you know your politics.
[Dog begins to growl] Steuce says
'Don't you know?' He doesn't
know, baby.

Q: She's a talker.
A: She is. She was telling you

'Don't you know who that is?' She
said to interview her, and she'd tell
you lots of things.

Tune in next week for the second
installment of our recent interview
with Memphis City Council candi-
date, club owner, and personality,
Prince Mongo.

Opens Everywhere October 1
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Runs Strong Men's Soccer Splits Weekend
At Sewanee By Davd Wishnew tre team ranked 20th in the nation.

By Kosta Dalageorgs
Staff Writer

The Rhodes men and women
raced with a lot of courage last Sat-
urday at the University of the
South's course in Sewanee, battling
tough competition from NAIA
powerhouse Berry College of Geor-
gia, currently ranked 14th in the
nation in the NAIA.

The men finished second to
Berry, while the women defeated the
nationally ranked team, winning the
meet. The men were lead by Kosta
Dalageorgas ('01), who ran a sea-
son-best PR of 27:51 for the 5- mile
course. Also finishing up front in
the Lynx pack was first-year
phenom Bryan McCarthy ('03), nar-
rowly followed by Virren Malhotra
('01), Michael Hoover ('02) and
Mark Loeffler ('02). Patrick
LaRochelle ('02), John Knight ('02),
Joel Harris ('03), Bryce Ashby ('00),
Bill Harrison ('03), Tyler Buckner
('00), and Carson Weitnauer ('03)
finished strong in the middle of the
pack. Rounding out the men were
Nate Mitchell ('02), Barrett Haga
('01), and Andy McComas ('03).

The Lynx women, who ran to a
strong and dominating meet vic-
tory, were led by Lori Steger ('03),
with a 19:39 for the 5K distance.
Finishing strong behind Steger were
Meghan Bromert ('02), Lydia
Gibson ('02), Emily Clark ('00) and
Betsy Bogler ('03). In the middle of
the pack were Elizabeth Wester
('03), Katie Castille ('02), Margie
Hall ('03), Lauren Glas ('03).
Carolyn Weaver ('02),Anna Pinchak
('00), Amy Paine ('03), and Amanda
Godbold ('03), who honestly
showed their fiery spirit. Rounding
out the pack for the women were
Melanie Telzrow ('02), Sara Addison
('03), and Ginny Meadows ('03).

The Rhodes Cross Country
teams rest this weekend while gear-
ing up defeat the competition at the
Rhodes Invitational during Parents'
Weekend on October 9th.

This Week...
Saturday, October 2
Volleyball: Rhodes Classic
12.00 pm v. Millsaps
4:00 pm v. Lyon College
Tuesday, October 5
Volleyball:
7:00 pm v. Lambuth University

Staff Writer
In a highly anticipated weekend,

the men's soccer team squared off
against two of its biggest rivals: Uni-
versity of the South (Sewanee) and
Centre College. In the past few years,
the matches against both these teams
were very close, and this weekend
proved to be no different.

Friday, September 24, the Lynx
came out strong, dominating
Sewanee from the opening whistle.
With the largest crowd of the season
on hand, David Wishnew ('01)
opened up the scoring in the 13th
minute, with the assist coming from
Kevin Carlucci ('00). Ten minutes
later, Wishnew struck again, follow-
ing up on a header by Chad Mason
('02). The men sent a dear message
to the Tigers that the Lynx would not
be beat on their own field.

Fifteen minutes into the second
half, with the Lynx relentlessly at-
tacking the Sewanee net, Josh Klein
('01) beat the goalkeeper for the
third goal of the day; Terry Tansil
recorded the assist. The final goal
would prove to be icing on the cake,
as the men would cruise to victory.
Although a late goal was given up,
the 3-1 victory was clearly the best
game the team had played all season.

The Lynx stepped on the field on
Sunday against an undefeated Cen-

The team started a bit flat as the
Colonels dominated early with their
long-ball style of play. Midway
through the first half, a highly ques-
tionable handball in the box gave the
Colonels a penalty kick, which they
converted. As the half ended, the
Lynx knew they would need a strong
second half to overcome the 1-0 defi-
cit.

Opening up the second half, the
Rhodes squad seemed energized.
The team suffered a blow, however,
when Mason was sent off early in the
second half with a red card. The
Lynx rebounded, though, and con-
tinued to press in Centre's half of the
field. Finally drawing blood in the
75th minute, Matt Prewett ('01)
pounced on a bouncing ball in the
box to tie the score at 1-1.

Rhodes continued to dominate,
outshooting Centre 12-3, in the sec-
ond half. With neither team able to
find the net, the game went into
overtime. With ten men, the Lynx
fought hard to take home a victory,
but it would not be their day.

With the end of the first over-
time period approaching, a Centre
forward sprung free and was pulled
down by Prewett in the box. The
referee called another crucial penalty
kick, which the Colonels finished off,
sending the Lynx back to the loIker

rPhoto by Lance Williamson
Forward Josh Kleiri ('01) announces his presence to a Sewanee player as
David Wishnew ('01) looks on. Rhodes dominated the very physical
game, winning the conference match by a final score of 3-1.

room with a loss.
After the weekend, Coach

Marcinko commented on his team's
performance, saying, "We played our
best 45 minutes of the season in the
first half against Sewanee. We forced
them to defend and it took away
their attack."

When asked his feelings about
the tough loss against Centre,
Marcinko stated,"I was disappointed
in the way we let our frustrations get
the better of us against Centre; it was
a tough way to lose, but there is no

excuse for the way we reacted to the
officiating. If we can learn to con-
trol our tempers and focus all of our
energy on playing the game, we will
be unstoppable. This is an emotional
group of players; we have to learn to
make those emotions work in our
favor and not against us."

The squad travels this weekend
to play two important conference
matches against Millsaps and
Oglethorpe. The next home game
is scheduled for Friday, October 8,
at 4:00 vs. Depauw.

Women's Soccer Records First SCAC Win
By Heather Best
Sloff Writer

The Lynx women's soccer team
squared off in their first confer-
ence game of the season, battling
the University of the South on
September 24. Coming off the in-
jury list for the first time in some
weeks, Sharon Goss ('03) saw sig-
nificant playing time, giving the
Lynx a much-needed extra body.
After coming into the game ready
to win, the Rhodes' women played
a frustrating half, putting them at
a 2-0 deficit at halftime.

The team struggled through-
out the remainder of the game, fi-
nally putting a point on the
scoreboard in the second half.
Goss had the beautiful assist to
Kirsten Rosaaen ('01), who put it
away. Despite this bright spot, the
team couldn't get things turned
around, with frustration showing
on the bench and on the field.
Sewanee continued to capitalize
on scoring chances, leading to a
final score of 5-1 in favor of the
visiting team.

Rhodes came back out on Sun-

day, still looking at the chances for
a conference championship . In
the second conference game of the
weekend, they faced Centre, look-
ing for their first win of the sea-
son.

After working out some kinks
in their game, the Lynx came out
ready to play. They were harbor-
ing some bitterness from Friday,
and they were also looking for re-
venge. In the second game of the
weekend, the Lynx women cleaned
up their playing style, coming out
more aggressively and challenging
the unprepared Centre team. Dur-
ing the 1998 season, Centre de-
feated Rhodes for the first time
ever in a comeback upset.

The Lynx weren't about to let
that happen again, especially on
their home field. Rhodes took
control of the game from the first
whistle, and attacked relentlessly
during the entire game. In the first
half, assisted by Shawn McCarthy
('03), Heather Best ('01) lofted a
beautiful kick over the Centre

goalkeeper, curving it into the far
post to put the Lynx up by a goal
at halftime.

Early after the half, Rosaaen
sent one right by the keeper for her
secqnd goal of the weekend. Later
on in the second half, a foul in the
box set up a penalty kick oppor-
tunity for the Lynx. Seconds later,
Marilyn Matthews ('02) had her
second penalty kick goal of the
season, and Rhodes had a com-
manding lead.

Final score was 3-0, with the
Lady Lynx soccer team coming out
on top with a much deserved and
much needed win. As the dclock
sounded, team members and fans
alike took to the field to congratu-
late the women on a sound game
and a good win.

This week, the team will be
continuing to work on other key
issues in preparation for two more
conference games in the coming
weekend. They will be on the
road, facing Millsaps October 1
and Oglethorpe October 3.

HOW DOES $800/WEEK EXTRA INCOME
sound to you?

Amazingly, profitable opportunity.
Send self-addressed stamped envelope to:

GROUP FIVE
6547 N. Academy Blvd., PMB-N

Colorado Springs, CO 80918


